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A thermodyzlEtlnio methdd of determining the work Input t o  a oentrifu- 
g d  cat~reaaor  operating wfth  water  injection is presented. The method 
was used to ccunpute t h e  work in$k t o  a double-entry  centrif'ugd cm- 
pressor, which  Was operated a t  deeign  equivalent  impeller speed m e r  a 
range of in le t  Hater-air ratios and varying weight flow. The work input 
as determined i n  this m e r  agredl quite w e l l  with a measured shaft 
input when t h e  conoentration of water  droplets a t  the compressor-mtlet 
measuring station was small. As the concentration -5 increased, a more 
pronounced scattering of the data resulted, 

Injection of water at  the cmpressor  inlet intir&ces diff icul t ies  
in  the determbation of the etate  of the water-air m93ct;ure at  the con- 
pressor mfilet and i n  the compwfxtfon of ent?KLpy.  change.  Beoauee the 
percentage of water evapokted has been an indeterminate  factor,  the 
evaluation of enthalpy  increase for each of the  constituents of the mix- 
t u r e  at the  canpressor  outlet (namely, water droplets, water vapor, and 
air) cannot be d e t e d n e d  frm i n s t m n % a t i o n  conventionally employe&. 
The assumption of ocenplete evaporation and the uae of temperature meas- 
urements fKm conventional unshielded themocouples may introduce e m s  
in the computation of work input of the order of 40 percent. Mechanical 
meam of measuring torque  can be employed t o  deternine the oapreseor 
work input; however, it is not always feasible t o  install the neoessary 
devices 011 a camposite engine. 

The results of an investigation canduoted at  the  NAC'B Lewis Labora- 
t o r y  In whioh an  attempt has been made t o  determine the actual quantfty 
of water vapor an& .the .true t o t a l  temperature at the oompressor outlet 
are presented herein'. These data are used t o  ocmpute the  ompressor work 
input, 8s autlfned i n  referenoe 1; and a correlation with measured shaft 
input, as found by use of a atrain-gage torquemeter, IS presented. 
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APPARATUS AND m-10Iv 

Apparatus 

A double-entry  turbojet-engine  compressor  was  driven by a 
9000-horsepower,variable-frequency induction  motor  through a speed 
increaser.  The  inlet  air  passed  through a submerged  flat-plate  orifice 
into a depression  tank  housing  the  compressor.  Water was inJected  into 
the  inlet  air  stream  approximately 10 inches  upstream  of  the  front and 
rear  inducer  sections  of  the  impeller.  The  water-air  mixture  dfscharged 
from the  impeller thropgh 14 compressor discharge ducts.  These dis- 
charge  ducts  were  used  to  provide  space.  for'compressor  outlet  instru- 
mentation (fig. 1) and are  not found in the conventid turbo jet-engbe 
assembly. 

The  inlet 
were insulated 
the room air. 

ducting,  the  depression  tank, and the 14 discharge  ducts .) 
to minimize heat  trapsfer  between  the  working fluid and 

.. - .  . - . . .  . . . . . . . . . 

Instrumentation 

A high-speed  strain-gage  torquemeter  (reference 2) w ~ s  used  to 
determine  the  shaft  work  input. Four torquem-ter  straih g~~ges -were " 
mounted  inside the hollow coupling  shaft  between  the speed increaser . .  

and  the  compressor  impeller. 

. " 

b 

. .  

Determination of the  work.input  to the compressor From the enthalpy 
rise  with  wet  compression  required  the . .  following  instrumentation: 

. .  . 

(I) Inlet  instrumentation: The air  weight flow through the com- 
pressor-wes  measured wiw a supmerged  flat-plate  orifice  located in a . 

straight  section of the  inlet  ducting. -An electric  psychrometer was 
used to determine  the  specific humidity 09 the  air. A rotameter  was 
installed  to  measure  the  weight flow of the water  supplied  to  the  com- 
pressor,  and a themcouple was used to obtain  the  water  temperature. 

Two thermocouple  rakes on opposite  sides  of  the  depression  tank 
together  with two total-pressure rakes and two static-pressure taps 
were  used  to  determine  the  state of'the inlet air. The wall  static- 
pressure  taps  were  located in the aame plane as the  thermocouple and 
the  total-pressure  rakes. All inlet instkntation was installed 
upstream of the  water  spray nozzles; therefore,  cowentional  unshielded 
thermocouples  were  used. 

4 
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1 (2) Outlet instrumentation:  Compressor-outlet measurements were 

2 taken in the discharge  ducts  approxfmately 34- inches  downstream of 

installed-on  either  side of the  duct. Two total-pressure probes were 
installed 90° from  the  static-pressure  taps with the  depth of immersion 
equal to one-third the passage diameter. A schematic  diagram of the 
special outlet instrumentation  required for this investigation is 
shown in figure 2. 

1 
2 

cu the diffuser turning vanes. Two wall static-pressure taps were 

Sampling  probes  (fig. 3 (a) ) designed and developed  at  the DACA 
Lewis laboratory  were  ,installed  to  obtain a vapor-air sample at the 
conpressor  outlet. A separate  investigation was conducted to obtain 
sarqplers  that  would  recover a vapor-a€r mixture free from water 
droplets.  These  sampling  probe8  were  located in 7 of the 14 compressor 
discharge  ducts in the  same  plane  as the total-pressure  probes and 
static-pressure taps. , 

Seven wet- and *-bulb  thermocouples  located in chEtnibers 
(fig. 3(b)) were  used in con junation Kith the vapor-air sampling probes 

used to reduce  the  temperature  of  the vapor-air samples below t b  boil- 
ing point of water  prior to passing the niixture over the wet- asd dry- 

rq to  determine  the  vapor-air r a t i o  of the samples. A heat exchanger was 

.1 -. bulb thermocouples.  The  reduction in temperature x88 insuff€ci& to 
4 condense  the  vapor in the sample. 

Seven shielded.themcoup1es (figs. 3(c)  and 4) designed and 
develaped at the M C A  Lewis laboratory were  located in the discharge 

thermocouples  were of a special  design  that elimimted the  possibility 
of water droplets  making  contact  with  the  couple. An individual d- 
ibratipn of each  thermocouple was made to insure a true total- 
temperature  indication. 

I ducts in the same plane as the  other  outlet  instruments. The shielded 

A double-entry  centrifugal  compressor was operated at an inlet 
pressure of 14 inches  mercury  absolute, &nibient Met-air temperature, 
ve,rying weight flow, and an equivalent fmpeller speed of 11,800 rpm. 
The  inlet mter-air ratios by weight ranged from 0.02 to 0.05. 
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Work  input as obtained  with  the  torquemeter was determined i n  ac- 
cordance  with  reference 2. Independent  investigations  were  made  to  de- 
termine  the  accuracy of the  torquemeter and showed that  the  total work 
input as determined by this  method was accurate  to within fl percent. 

Determination of work  input from the  enthalpy  rise  through  the 
compressor  was  carried  out as follows: 

(1) Inlet  enthalpy: The inlet'  enthalpy was determined  in  accord- 
ande with reference 1. 

(2) Outlet  enthalpy: The vapor-air  ratio  at  the compressor outlet 
was  found  by use of the  sampling  probes and tfre wet- and dry-bulb 
thermocouples.  From  the known inlet  specific  humidity,  quantity of 
water  injected.  into  the  compressor,  and the vapor-air  ratio  at  the  com- 
pressor  outlet,  the  actual  quantity of water  droplets at the  outlet  was 
computed.  These  data with the  measured  compressor-outlet  total  tem- 
perature  and  total pressure were  used  to  compute  the  outlet-enthalpy 
(reference 1). 

The work input was  determined f r o m  the  enthalpy  rise  and  the air 
weight  flow  through the comgreesor. 

RESUI;TS AMD DISCUSSION 

A correlation  between  the  compressor work input  as determined 
from  the  thermodynamic  method of reference 1 and from  the shaft input 
method  is  presented in figure 5.. When the concentration of water- 
droplets  at  the  compressor-outlet measuring station  is mall, the work 
input as determined from the enthalpy rise agrees quite well w i t h  that 
obtained by mechanical  means. As the concentration of water droplets 
is increased, a more  pronounced  scattering of the data results.  Var- 

In measurements of compressor air  weight flow and compressor  torque, 
which may together have a cumulative error  of f2 percent. 

- iations in the  compressor work input  include  those  due to inaccuraciea 

Although  theoretically  the  outlet  measurements may be taken  at 
any measur-  station  after  the  impeller  exit,  the  scatter of data at 
high  water  droplet-air  ratios  indicates  that  the  outlet  instruments 
should be  located as fa r  downstream a8  poasibie-where  maximum  evapor- 
ation will have taken place. 
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CONCLUDIXG RFMARKS 

From the measured quan-bity of water vapor and the measured total 
temperature at the  compressor  outlet,  the work input to 8 centrifugal 
carpressor  operating  with  water  injection has been  determined by 
thermodynamic  means. m e n  the  concentration of tra;ter  droplets  at  the 
compressor-outlet  measuring station is small, the work input 88 de- 
termined frm-the enthalpy  rise agrees quite well with  that  obtained 
by  mechanical  means. As the  concentration of water  droplets is in- 
creased, a more  pronounced  scattering of the  data  results. 

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Cleveland,  Ohio. .:, 
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Water-spy nozzles  
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Pigure 1. - Sohemafia eectian Crp double-entry o e n t r i f w l  ccmr~reeeor used In determi- 
nation of' work input when water is injected. 
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